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ON UNIVERSAL DEFORMATION RINGS FOR GORENSTEIN ALGEBRAS
JOSE´ A. VE´LEZ-MARULANDA
Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra. We prove
that if Λ is a Gorenstein algebra, then every finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module V whose stable
endomorphism ring is isomorphic to k has a universal deformation ring R(Λ, V ), which is a complete local
commutative Noetherian k-algebra with residue field k, and which is also stable under taking syzygies.
We investigate a particular non-self-injective Gorenstein algebra Λ0, which is of infinite global dimension
and which has exactly three isomorphism classes of finitely generated indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay Λ0-
modules V whose stable endomorphism ring is isomorphic to k. We prove that in this situation, R(Λ0, V )
is isomorphic either to k or to k[[t]]/(t2).
1. Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic and denote by Cˆ the category of all complete
local commutative Noetherian k-algebras with residue field k. Note that the morphisms in Cˆ are continuous
k-algebra homomorphisms that induce the identity map on k. Suppose that Λ is a finite dimensional k-
algebra. For all objects R ∈ Ob(Cˆ), we denote by RΛ the tensor product of k-algebras R⊗k Λ. Let V be a
fixed finitely generated left Λ-module. We denote by EndΛ(V ) (respectively, by EndΛ(V )) the endomorphism
ring (respectively, the stable endomorphism ring) of V . Let R be an arbitrary object in Cˆ. A lift (M,φ)
of V over R is a finitely generated left RΛ-module M that is free over R together with an isomorphism
of Λ-modules φ : k ⊗R M → V . Two lifts (M,φ) and (M
′, φ′) over R are isomorphic if there exists an
RΛ-module isomorphism f : M → M ′ such that φ′ ◦ (k ⊗R f) = φ. If (M,φ) is a lift of V over R, we
denote by [M,φ] its isomorphism class and say that [M,φ] is a deformation of V over R. We denote by
DefΛ(V,R) the set of all deformations of V over R. The deformation functor over V is the covariant functor
FˆV : Cˆ → Sets defined as follows: for all objects R in Cˆ define FˆV (R) = DefΛ(V,R), and for all morphisms
α : R → R′ in Cˆ, let FˆV (α) : DefΛ(V,R) → DefΛ(V,R
′) be defined as FˆV (α)([M,φ]) = [R
′ ⊗R,α M,φα],
where φα : k⊗R′ (R
′ ⊗R,α M)→ V is the composition of Λ-module isomorphisms
k⊗R′ (R
′ ⊗R,α M) ∼= k⊗R M
φ
−→ V.
Suppose there exists an object R(Λ, V ) in Cˆ and a deformation [U(Λ, V ), φU(Λ,V )] of V over R(Λ, V )
with the following property. For each R in Cˆ and for all lifts M of V over R there exists a morphism
ψR(Λ,V ) : R(Λ, V )→ R in Cˆ such that
FˆV (ψR(Λ,V ))[U(Λ, V ), φU(Λ,V )] = [M,φ],
and moreover ψR(Λ,V ) is unique if R is the ring of dual numbers k[ǫ] with ǫ
2 = 0. Then R(Λ, V ) and
[U(Λ, V ), φU(Λ,V )] are respectively called the versal deformation ring and versal deformation of V . If the
morphism ψR(Λ,V ) is unique for all R in Cˆ and lifts (M,φ) of V over R, then R(Λ, V ) and [U(Λ, V ), φU(Λ,V )]
are respectively called the universal deformation ring and the universal deformation of V . In other words, the
universal deformation ring R(Λ, V ) represents the deformation functor FˆV in the sense that FˆV is naturally
isomorphic to the Hom functor Hom
Cˆ
(R(Λ, V ),−). Using Schlessinger’s criteria [31, Thm. 2.11] and using
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methods similar to those in [30], it is straightforward to prove that the deformation functor FˆV is continuous
(see [30, §14] for the definition), that every finitely generated Λ-module V has a versal deformation ring
and that this versal deformation is universal provided that the endomorphism ring EndΛ(V ) is isomorphic
to k (see [20, Prop. 2.1]). Moreover, it follows from [20, Prop. 2.5] that Morita equivalence preserve versal
deformation rings.
Remark 1.1. Some authors consider a weaker notion of deformations. Namely, let Λ and V be as above, let R
be an object in Cˆ and let (M,φ) be a lift of V over R. Then the isomorphism class [M ] ofM as an RΛ-module
is called a weak deformation of V overR (see e.g. [28, §5.2]). We can also define the weak deformation functor
FˆwV : Cˆ → Sets which sends an object R in Cˆ to the set of weak deformations of V over R and a morphism
α : R → R′ in Cˆ to the map FˆwV : Fˆ
w
V (R) → Fˆ
w
V (R
′), which is defined by FˆwV (α)([M ]) = [R
′ ⊗R,α M ]. In
general, a weak deformation of V over R identifies more lifts than a deformation of V over R that respects
the isomorphism φ of a representative (M,φ).
It follows from [20, Thm. 1.1 & Thm. 2.6] that if Λ is self-injective (i.e. Λ is injective as a left Λ-
module) and the stable endomorphism ring of V is isomorphic to k, then the versal deformation ring R(Λ, V )
is universal, and R(Λ, V ) is isomorphic to R(Λ, V ⊕ P ) for all finitely generated projective Λ-module P .
Moreover, if Λ is also a Frobenius k-algebra (i.e. the left Λ-modules, ΛΛ and Homk(ΛΛ,k) are isomorphic),
then R(Λ, V ) is stable under syzygies.
Traditionally, universal deformation rings are studied when Λ is equal to a group algebra kG, where
G is a finite group and k has positive characteristic p (see e.g., [9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and
their references). This approach has led to the solution of various open problems, e.g., the construction of
representations whose universal deformation rings are not local complete intersections (see [9, 13, 14]). On
the other hand, in [19, 20, 33], universal deformation rings for certain self-injective algebras, which are not
Morita equivalent to a block of a group algebra, were discussed. Deformation of modules over more general
finite dimensional algebras have been studied by many authors in different contexts (see e.g., [26, 34] and
their references).
Following [4] (see also [5]), Λ is Gorenstein provided that Λ has finite injective dimension both as a left and
a right Λ-module. It follows that self-injective as well as algebras of finite global dimension are Gorenstein.
If Λ is a finite dimensional gentle algebra as introduced by Assem and Skowron´ski in [3] (see also §3), then
it follows from [24] that Λ is Gorenstein. These gentle algebras are being widely studied by many authors
in different contexts (see e.g. [1, 8, 21, 32] and their references).
Recall that V is a Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module if ExtiΛ(V,Λ) = 0 for all i > 0. For example, every finitely
generated projective Λ-module is Cohen-Macaulay, and so is any finitely generated Λ-module when Λ is
self-injective. If Λ is Gorenstein, then every Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module with finite injective dimension (resp.
projective dimension) is projective (see [5, Prop. 3.1 (e)], and if V is a Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module, then
there exists a finitely generated Λ-module C such that V = ΩdC, where d is the injective dimension of ΛΛ
(see [5, Prop. 3.1 (b)]).
In this article, we adapt the methods from [5, 10, 12, 20] to prove the following result (for a more precise
statement, see Theorem 2.2).
Theorem 1.2. Let Λ be a Gorenstein k-algebra and let V a Cohen-Macaulay left Λ-module whose stable
endomorphism ring is isomorphic to k. Then the versal deformation ring R(Λ, V ) is universal. Moreover,
R(Λ, V ) is isomorphic to R(Λ, V ⊕ P ) for all finitely generated projective left Λ-modules P , and R(Λ, V ) is
isomorphic to R(Λ,ΩV ), where ΩV is the first syzygy of V .
Since self-injective algebras are Gorenstein as noted above, it follows that Theorem 1.2 generalizes [20,
Thm. 1.1]. Moreover, it provides a weakened version of [20, Thm. 2.6 (iv)].
This article is organized as follows. In §2, we discuss some properties of lifts of Cohen-Macaulay modules
over a Gorenstein algebra (see Lemma 2.1) and prove Theorem 1.2. In §3, we discuss the basic k-algebra
Λ0 as in Figure 1, which is gentle (hence Gorenstein) of infinite global dimension but not self-injective, and
which is also included among the gentle algebras studied by Bekkert, Drozd and Furtony in [7, Table 2]. For
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Figure 1. The basic k-algebra Λ0 = kQ/I.
this algebra Λ0, we use the results in [27] and adapt some of the techniques used in [20, Prop. 3.9] to prove
the following result.
Theorem 1.3. Let Λ0 be the basic k-algebra as in Figure 1. Then there are exactly three isomorphism
classes of indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay left Λ0-modules V whose stable endomorphism ring is isomorphic
to k. Their universal deformation rings R(Λ, V ) are either isomorphic to k or to k[[t]]/(t2).
The reader is invited to look at e.g. [4, 5, 25] to review some of the main properties of Gorenstein
algebras and Cohen-Macaulay modules. For basic concepts from the representation theory of algebras such
as projective covers, syzygies of modules, stable categories and homological dimension of modules over finite
dimensional algebras, we refer the reader to [2, 6, 23].
2. Proof of the Main Result
Let R ∈ Ob(Cˆ) be fixed and let M be a left RΛ-module. We denote by M∗R = HomRΛ(M,RΛ) the
RΛ-dual of M . Note that M∗R is a right RΛ-module. We say that M is R-reflexive if M and M∗R∗R are
isomorphic as left RΛ-modules. By [6, Cor. IV.3.3 (b)], every finitely generated projective left RΛ-module
is R-reflexive. We denote by GR the category of finitely generated left RΛ-modules M such that M is R-
reflexive and ExtiRΛ(M,RΛ) = 0 = Ext
i
RΛ(M
∗R , RΛ) for all i > 0. We denote by CM(Λ) the category of
finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay Λ-modules. It follows from [5, Prop. 4.1] that if Λ is Gorenstein then
Gk = CM(Λ).
We denote by C the full subcategory of Cˆ of Artinian objects.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that Λ is Gorenstein, V is a Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module, and let ǫ : PV → V be a
projective Λ-module cover of V . For all objects R ∈ Ob(C) and for all lifts (M,φ) of V over R, we have the
following.
(i) M ∈ GR.
(ii) If ProjR(PV ) is a projective RΛ-module cover of PV , then there exists a short exact sequence of
RΛ-modules
0→ U → ProjR(PV )→M → 0
such that U ∈ GR, and U defines a lift (U,ΩR(φ)) of ΩV over R.
Proof. (i). We first prove that the RΛ-module M is R-reflexive. Consider the canonical morphism of RΛ-
modules Ξ : M → M∗R∗R . By tensoring with k over R and using [23, Thm. 2.38], we get a canonical
morphism of Λ-modules k⊗R Ξ : V → V
∗k∗k which is an isomorphism, for V is k-reflexive. By Nakayama’s
Lemma, it follows that Ξ is an isomorphism. We next prove that ExtiRΛ(M,RΛ) = 0 = Ext
i
RΛ(M
∗R , RΛ)
for all i > 0. Using that V is a Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module together with [23, Thm. 8.16], we obtain for
i > 0 that
(2.1) k⊗R Ext
i
RΛ(M,RΛ)
∼= ExtiΛ(k⊗R M,Λ)
∼= ExtiΛ(V,Λ) = 0.
Note that sinceM and RΛ are both in particular finitely generatedR-modules, it follows from [23, Prop. 8.11]
that for all i ≥ 0, ExtiRΛ(M,RΛ) is also a finitely generatedR-module. By using Nakayama’s Lemma together
with (2.1), we obtain that ExtiRΛ(M,RΛ) = 0 for all i > 0. Similarly we obtain Ext
i
RΛ(M
∗R , RΛ) = 0 for
all i > 0. Therefore, M ∈ GR.
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(ii). Since ProjR(PV ) is a projective RΛ-module, there exist α : ProjR(PV ) → M such that πM ◦ α =
ǫ ◦ πProjR(PV ), where πM : M → V and πProjR(PV ) : ProjR(PV ) → PV are the natural surjections. Since
ǫ : PV → V is surjective, it follows by Nakayama’s Lemma that α is also surjective. Let U = kerα. Note that
since ProjR(PV ) and M are free over R, it follows that U is also free over R. By applying HomRΛ(−, RΛ)
to the short exact sequence of RΛ-modules
(2.2) 0→ U → ProjR(PV )→M → 0,
we obtain for all i > 0, a long exact sequence
· · · → ExtiRΛ(ProjR(PV ), RΛ)→ Ext
i
RΛ(U,RΛ)→ Ext
i+1
RΛ (M,RΛ)→ · · · ,
and since ProjR(PV ) and M are in GR, it follows that Ext
i
RΛ(U,RΛ) = 0 for all i > 0. Moreover, we obtain
a short exact sequence of right RΛ-modules
(2.3) 0→M∗R → ProjR(PV )
∗R → U∗R → 0.
Applying HomRΛ(−, RΛ) to (2.3) yields for i > 0, a long exact sequence
· · · → ExtiRΛ(ProjR(PV )
∗R , RΛ)→ ExtiRΛ(M
∗R , RΛ)→ Exti+1RΛ (U
∗R , RΛ)→ · · · ,
and again since ProjR(PV ) and M are both in GR, then Ext
i
RΛ(U
∗R , RΛ) = 0 for all i > 1. On the other
hand, since k⊗R U ∼= ΩV and Ext
i
Λ(ΩV,Λ) = Ext
i+1
Λ (V,Λ) = 0 for all i > 0, it follows that k⊗R U is also a
Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module, which implies k⊗R Ext
1
RΛ(U
∗R , RΛ) ∼= Ext1Λ((k⊗R U)
∗k ,Λ) = 0. As before, we
obtain by Nakayama’s Lemma that Ext1RΛ(U
∗R , RΛ) = 0, and get a short exact sequence of left RΛ-modules
0→ U∗R∗R → ProjR(PV )
∗R∗R →M∗R∗R → 0.
Since ProjR(PV )
∗R∗R ∼= ProjR(PV ) and M
∗R∗R ∼= M , it follows from the 5-Lemma that U∗R∗R ∼= U .
Therefore U ∈ GR. Finally, by tensoring the (2.2) with k over R, we get an isomorphism of Λ-modules
ΩR(φ) : k ⊗R U → ΩV induced by φ : k ⊗R M → V . Thus (U,ΩR(φ)) is a lift of ΩV over R. This finishes
the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. (cf. [20, Thm. 2.6]) Let Λ be a finite dimensional Gorenstein k-algebra, and suppose V is
a Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module whose stable endomorphism ring EndΛ(V ) is isomorphic to k.
(i) The deformation functor FˆV is naturally isomorphic to the weak deformation functor Fˆ
w
V as in
Remark 1.1.
(ii) The module V has a universal deformation ring R(Λ, V ).
(iii) If P is a finitely generated projective Λ-module, then EndΛ(V ⊕P )
∼= k and R(Λ, V ⊕P ) ∼= R(Λ, V ).
(iv) The Λ-module ΩV is also Cohen-Macaulay, it has stable endomorphism ring isomorphic to k, and
R(Λ, V ) ∼= R(Λ,ΩV ).
Remark 2.3. Since the functor FˆV is continuous, most of the arguments can be carried out for the restriction
FV of FˆV to the full subcategory C of Cˆ of Artinian objects by using small extensions in C, i.e., surjections
π : R→ R0 in C such that the kernel of π is a principal ideal tR annihilated by the maximal ideal mR of R.
For all surjections π : R → R0 in C, and for all finitely generated projective R0Λ-module Q0, we denote by
ProjR(Q0) a projective RΛ-module cover of Q0. It follows that R0 ⊗R,π ProjR(Q0)
∼= Q0 as R0Λ-modules.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose that EndΛ(V )
∼= k. Then EndΛ(V ⊕ P )
∼= k for every finitely generated
projective left Λ-module P . Since Λ is Gorenstein, it follows from [5, Prop. 3.1 (c)] that Ω induces a self-
equivalence of the stable module category CM(Λ), which is CM(Λ) module projectives. Hence ΩV is also a
Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module and EndΛ(ΩV )
∼= k.
Claim 2.3.1. Let π : R → R0 be a surjection in C. Let M , Q (resp. M0, Q0) be finitely generated RΛ-
modules (resp. R0Λ-modules) and Q (resp. Q0) is projective. Suppose that k⊗RM ∈ CM(Λ), and that there
are R0Λ-module isomorphisms g : R0 ⊗R,π M → M0 and h : R0 ⊗R,π Q → Q0. If v0 ∈ HomR0Λ(M0, Q0),
then there exists v ∈ HomRΛ(M,Q) with v0 = h ◦ (R0 ⊗R,π v) ◦ g
−1.
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Proof of Claim 2.3.1. Since R,R0 are Artinian, we can assume that π : R → R0 is a small extension as in
Remark 2.3. Tensoring 0→ tR→ R
π
−→ R0 → 0 with Q over R yields a short exact sequence of RΛ-modules
(2.4) 0→ tQ→ Q
h◦τQ
−−−→ Q0 → 0,
where τQ : Q → R0 ⊗R,π Q is the natural surjection. After applying HomRΛ(M,−) to (2.4), we obtain a
long exact sequence
(2.5) · · ·HomRΛ(M,Q)
(h◦τQ)∗
−−−−−→ HomRΛ(M,Q0)→ Ext
1
RΛ(M, tQ)→ · · · .
Since Λ is Gorenstein, since tQ ∼= k ⊗R Q is a projective Λ-module and since k ⊗R M ∈ CM(Λ), it follows
from the proof of [5, Prop. 3.1 (e)] that Ext1RΛ(M, tQ)
∼= Ext1Λ(k ⊗R M,k ⊗R Q) = 0. Thus the map
(h ◦ τQ)∗ in (2.5) is surjective. Note that since tR is annihilated by mR, if follows that the natural surjection
τM : M → R0 ⊗R.π M induces an isomorphism HomR0Λ(M0, Q0)
(g◦τM )
∗
−−−−−→ HomRΛ(M,Q0), which implies
that there exists an RΛ-module homomorphism v : M → Q such that v0 = h ◦ (R0 ⊗R,π v) ◦ g
−1. This
finishes the proof of Claim 2.3.1. 
Since finitely generated projective R0Λ-modules can be lifted to finitely generated projective RΛ-modules,
we can use Claim 2.3.1, similarly as in the proof of [20, Thm 2.6], to prove the following result.
Claim 2.3.2. Let M (resp. M0) be a finitely generated RΛ-module (resp. R0Λ-module) such that there is
an R0Λ-module isomorphism g : R0⊗R,πM →M0. Suppose that k⊗RM ∈ CM(Λ) and that σ0 ∈ EndΛ(M0)
factors through a projective R0Λ-module. Then there exists σ ∈ EndRΛ(M) such that σ factors through a
projective RΛ-module and σ0 = g ◦ (R0 ⊗R,π σ) ◦ g
−1.
Claim 2.3.3. Let R ∈ Ob(C), and let (M,φ) and (M ′, φ′) be two lifts of V over R. If there exists an
RΛ-module isomorphism f : M →M ′, then there exists an RΛ-module isomorphism fˆ :M →M ′ such that
φ′ ◦ (k⊗ fˆ) = φ. In other words, [M,φ] = [M ′, φ′].
Although the proof of Claim 2.3.3 is obtained exactly in the same way as the proof of Claim 3 within that
of [20, Thm. 2.6], we include it for the convenience of the reader.
Proof of Claim 2.3.3. Let f¯ ′ = φ ◦ (k ⊗R f)
−1 ◦ (φ′)−1 ∈ EndΛ(V ). Since EndΛ(V ) = k by assumption,
there exists a scalar s¯f ∈ k and σ¯f ∈ EndΛ(V ) which factors through a projective Λ-module such that
f¯ ′ = s¯f · idV + σ¯f . By Claim 2.3.2, there exists σf ∈ EndRΛ(M) which factors through a projective RΛ-
module such that σ¯f = φ ◦ (k ⊗R σf ) ◦ φ
−1. Moreover, there exists sf ∈ R such that k ⊗R sf = s¯f . Let
f ′ = sf · idM +σf . Then k⊗R f
′ = φ−1 ◦ f¯ ′ ◦φ is an automorphism of k⊗RM , which implies by Nakayama’s
Lemma that f ′ is an automorphism of M . Define fˆ = f ◦ f ′. Then φ′ ◦ (k ⊗R fˆ) = φ, which proves Claim
2.3.3. 
Similarly as in the proof of [20, Thm. 2.6], we can use Claims 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 together with analogous
arguments to the ones used in the proof of [12, Lemma 2.3] to obtain the following result.
Claim 2.3.4. If (M,φ) is a lift of V over an Artinian object R in C, then the ring homomorphism σM :
R→ EndRΛ(M) coming from the action of R on M via scalar multiplication is surjective.
In order to obtain a proof for Theorem 2.2(i), we can use Claims 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 together with analogous
arguments to those in the last paragraph of [10, Remark 2.1].
The following result, which verifies Schlessinger’s criterion (H4) in [31, Thm. 2.11], can be obtained by
using Claims 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, and by using analogous arguments to those in the proof of Claim 5 within
that of [20, Thm. 2.6]. We include its proof for the convenience of the reader.
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Claim 2.3.5. Assume that we have a pullback diagram of Artinian objects in C
R′ ×R R
′
R′ R′
R
.........................................
......
α0
............................................
...
α1
.............................................
...
π
..........................................
......
π
with π : R′ → R is an small extension as in Remark 2.3. Then the natural map FV (R
′ ×R R
′) →
FV (R
′)×FV (R) FV (R
′) is injective.
Proof of Claim 2.3.5. Let (M1, φ1) and (M2, φ2) be lifts of V over R
′ ×R R
′. Suppose that there are R′Λ-
module isomorphisms fi : R
′ ⊗R′×RR′,αi M1 → R
′ ⊗R′×RR′,αi M2 for i = 1, 2. Then gR = (R ⊗R′,π f2)
−1 ◦
(R ⊗R′,π f1) is an RΛ-module automorphism of R ⊗R′×RR′,π◦α2 M1. By Claims 2.3.1 and 2.3.4, it follows
that there exists an R′Λ-module automorphism g of R′ ⊗R′×RR′,α2 M1 with R ⊗R′,π g = gR. Replacing f2
by f2 ◦ g, we have R ⊗R′,π f1 = R ⊗R′,π f2. Therefore, the pair (f1, f2) defines an (R
′ ×R R
′)Λ-module
isomorphism f :M1 →M2. By Claim 2.3.3, this implies that [M1, φ1] = [M2, φ2]. This finishes the proof of
Claim 2.3.5. 
Similarly as in proof of [20, Thm 2.6], Theorem 2.2 (ii) follows from [20, Prop. 2.1] and Claim 2.3.5.
Claim 2.3.6. Let R be an Artinian object in C. Suppose P is a finitely generated projective Λ-module and
there exists a commutative diagram of finitely generated RΛ-modules
(2.6)
0 ProjR(P ) T C 0
0 P k⊗R T k⊗R C 0
......................................................................................
.. ......................................................................................
..
α
.......................................................................................................
..
β
.......................................................................................................
..
.......................................................................................................
.. ...........................................................................................
..α¯ ..................................................................................
β¯
...........................................................................................
..
.....................................................................................................
....
.....................................................................................................
....
.....................................................................................................
....
in which T and C are free over R and the bottom row arises by tensoring the top row with k over R and
identifying P with k⊗R ProjR(P ). Assume also that k ⊗R T,k⊗R C ∈ CM(Λ). Then the top row of (2.6)
splits as a sequence of RΛ-modules.
Proof of Claim 2.3.6. By applying HomΛ(−, P ) to the bottom row (2.6), we get a long exact sequence
0→ HomΛ(k ⊗R C,P )→ HomΛ(k ⊗R T, P )→ HomΛ(P, P )→ Ext
1
Λ(k ⊗R C,P ).
Since by assumption k⊗RC ∈ CM(Λ) and since Λ is Gorenstein, it follows from the proof of [5, Prop. 3.1 (e)]
that Ext1Λ(k⊗R C,P ) = 0. Thus there exists a Λ-module homomorphism w¯ : k⊗R T → P with w¯ ◦ α¯ = idP .
By Claim 2.3.1, there exists an RΛ-module homomorphism w : T → ProjR(P ) such that k⊗w = w¯. Hence
k ⊗R (w ◦ α) = w¯ ◦ α¯ = idP . Nakayama’s Lemma implies that w ◦ α is an RΛ-module automorphism of
ProjR(P ). This finishes the proof of Clam 2.3.6. 
It follows that the proof of Theorem 2.2 (iii) is obtained by using Claim 2.3.6 together with analogous
arguments to those used in the proofs of [12, Prop. 2.6 & Cor. 2.7].
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Claim 2.3.7. Let R be an Artinian object in C. Let (U, φU ) a lift of ΩV over R. Suppose that for i = 1, 2
we have a short exact sequence of RΛ-modules
(2.7) 0→ U → ProjR(PV )→ Li → 0
where (Li, φi) is a lift of V over R. Then the RΛ-modules L1 and L2 are isomorphic. In particular,
[L1, φ1] = [L2, φ2].
To prove Claim 2.3.7, we adjust the ideas in the proof of [12, Prop. 2.4] to our context.
Proof of Claim 2.3.7. By applying HomRΛ(−, RΛ) to the short sequence (2.7), we obtain for i = 1, 2 a long
exact sequence of RΛ-modules
0→ L∗Ri → ProjR(PV )
∗R → U∗R → Ext1RΛ(Li, RΛ).
Since for i = 1, 2, (Li, φi) is a lift of V over R, it follows from Lemma 2.1 (i) that Ext
1
RΛ(Li, RΛ) = 0.
Therefore, we obtain a short exact sequence of right RΛ-modules
(2.8) 0→ L∗Ri → ProjR(PV )
∗R → U∗R → 0
for i = 1, 2. Note that ProjR(PV )
∗R is a projective right RΛ-module. By using Schanuel’s Lemma, we get an
isomorphism of right RΛ-modules L∗R1 ⊕ProjR(PV )
∗R ∼= L∗R1 ⊕ProjR(PV )
∗R . Since RΛ is Artinian, it follows
from the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem that L∗R1
∼= L∗R2 . Since L1 and L2 are R-reflexive by Lemma 2.1
(i), it follows that L1 ∼= L2. Finally, by using Claim 2.3.3, we get [L1, φ1] = [L2, φ2]. This finishes the proof
of Claim 2.3.7. 
Consider the short exact sequence of Λ-modules 0 → ΩV
ϕ¯
−→ PV
ǫ
−→ V → 0 coming from the definition of
ΩV . Let (U, φ) be a lift of ΩV over an Artinian object R in C. Since ProjR(PV ) is a projective RΛ-module
with k⊗RProjR(PV )→ PV an isomorphism of Λ-modules, we can use Claim 2.3.1 to lift ϕ¯ to an RΛ-module
homomorphism φ : U → ProjR(PV ). Using this together with Lemma 2.1 and Claim 2.3.7, we can argue
analogously to the proofs of [12, Prop. 2.4 & Cor. 2.5] to prove Theorem 2.2 (iv). This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.2. 
3. An Application to a Particular Gorenstein Algebra
In the following, we recall the definition of gentle algebras, which were introduced by Assem and Skowron´ski
in [3].
Recall that a quiver Q is a directed graph with a set of vertices Q0, a set of arrows Q1 and two functions
s, t : Q1 → Q0, where for all α ∈ Q1, sα (resp. tα) denotes the vertex where α starts (resp. ends). If α
and β are arrows with tα = sβ, the concatenation of α and β will be denoted by βα, which is a path of
length two starting at sα and ending at tβ. Recall also that a relation for the quiver Q is a non-zero linear
combination of paths of length at least two that start (resp. end) at the same vertex.
Let Q be a quiver and ρ a set of relations for Q. The pair (Q, ρ) is said to be special biserial provided
that the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) Every vertex is the starting point of at most two arrows.
(i)’ Every vertex is the ending point of at most two arrows.
(ii) For every arrow β, there exists at most one arrow α with βα 6∈ ρ.
(ii)’ For every arrow β, there exists at most one arrow γ with γβ 6∈ ρ.
An special biserial pair (Q, ρ) is said to be gentle provided that (Q, ρ) also satisfies the following conditions.
(iii) All the relations in ρ are monomials of length two.
(iv) For every arrow β, there is a most one arrow α′ with βα′ ∈ ρ.
(iv)’ For every arrow β, there is a most one arrow γ′ with γ′β ∈ ρ.
A finite dimensional k-algebra Λ is said to be gentle, provided that Λ is Morita equivalent to the factor algebra
kQ/〈ρ〉, where (Q, ρ) is gentle. As noted in §1, it follows from [24] that gentle algebras are Gorenstein.
Throughout the remainder of this article, we assume that Λ = kQ/〈ρ〉 denotes a finite dimensional gentle
k-algebra. Note that since Λ is in particular a string algebra, it follows from [22] that all indecomposable
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Λ-modules can be described combinatorially by using so-called strings and bands; the respectively Λ-modules
are called string and band modules. Moreover, the morphisms between these string (resp. band) Λ-modules
were completely classified in [29] by using so-called canonical morphisms.
We denote by C(Λ) the set of equivalence classes (with respect to cyclic permutations) of repetition-free
cyclic paths αnαn−1 · · ·α1 in Q such that αi+1αi ∈ 〈ρ〉. Since Λ is gentle, it follows that for all arrows
α ∈ Q1, there exists at most one cycle c ∈ C(Λ) containing α. As in [27], for all arrows α ∈ Q1, we define
by R(α) the left ideal of Λ generated by α. Since Λ is gentle, it follows that for all α ∈ Q1, R(α) is a direct
summand of the radical of the indecomposable Λ-module Psα. It follows from [27, Thm. 2.5 (a)] that every
indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module is isomorphic either to an indecomposable projective Λ-module,
or to R(α) for some α such that there exists a cycle c ∈ C(Λ) containing α. Moreover, in [27, §4.1, 4.2], it is
shown that if R(α) is an indecomposable non-projective Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module, then EndΛ(R(α))
∼= k
and there exists a string S, which is either of length zero or simple-directed such that Sα 6∈ 〈ρ〉 and γSα ∈ 〈ρ〉
for every arrow γ ∈ Q1. In this situation, it follows that R(α) = M [S], where M [S] is the string Λ-module
corresponding to the string representative S.
Now consider the k-algebra Λ0 as in Figure 1. For each vertex i ∈ {0, 1} of Q, we denote by M [1i]
the corresponding simple Λ0-module. The radical series for the indecomposable projective Λ0-modules can
be described as in Figure 3. Observe that Λ0 is non-self-injective and since is straightforward to see that
P0 =
M [10]
M [10]
M [11]
M [11]
.........................
......
a
.........................
......
b
............................
...
b
P1 =
M [11]
M [10]
M [10]
M [11]
..........................
....
c
..........................
....
a
..........................
....
b
Figure 2. The radical series of the indecomposable projective Λ0-modules.
M [10] has infinite projective dimension, it follows that Λ0 has infinite global dimension. Note that C(Λ0) =
{bc, cba}. Thus the indecomposable Cohen-Macaulay Λ0-modules are P0, P1, R(a) = M [b], R(b) = M [11]
and R(c) =M [ba]. If V ∈ {M [b],M [1i],M [ba]} it follows that EndΛ0(V )
∼= k and thus the versal deformation
ring R(Λ0, V ) of V is universal by Theorem 2.2. Theorem 1.3 then follows from the above observations and
the Proposition 3.1 below. Its proof uses similar arguments to those in the proof of [20, Prop. 3.9].
Proposition 3.1. (i) The universal deformation rings R(Λ0,M [1i]) and R(Λ0,M [ba]) are isomorphic
to k.
(ii) The universal deformation ring R(Λ0,M [b]) is isomorphic to k[[t]]/(t
2).
Proof. Note that since
Ext1Λ0(M [11],M [11]) = HomΛ0(ΩM [11],M [11]) = HomΛ0(M [ba],M [11]) = 0,
it follows that R(Λ0,M [11]) ∼= k. Next consider the string Λ0-module M [ba]. Note that since ΩM [ba] =
M [11], it follows from Theorem 1.3 (iv) that R(Λ0,M [ba]) ∼= R(Λ0,M [11]) ∼= k. On the other hand, since
Ext1Λ0(M [b],M [b]) = HomΛ0(ΩM [b],M [b]) = EndΛ0(M [b])
∼= k,
it follows that R(Λ0,M [b]) is a quotient of k[[t]]. Note that M [b] lies in a non-split short exact sequence of
Λ0-modules
(3.1) 0→M [b]
ι
−→ P0
π
−→M [b]→ 0.
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Therefore, P0 defines a non-trivial lift of M [b] over the ring of dual numbers k[[t]]/(t
2), where the action of
t is given by ι ◦ π. This implies that there exists a unique surjective k-algebra morphism ψ : R(Λ0,M [b])→
k[[t]]/(t2) in Cˆ corresponding to the deformation defined by P0. We need to show that ψ is an isomorphism.
Suppose otherwise. It follows that there exists a surjective k-algebra homomorphism ψ0 : R(Λ0,M [b]) →
k[[t]]/(t3) in Cˆ such that π′ ◦ψ0 = ψ, where π
′ : k[[t]]/(t3)→ k[[t]]/(t2) is the natural projection. Let M0 be
a k[[t]]/(t3)Λ0-module which defines a lift of M [b] over k[[t]]/(t
3) corresponding to ψ0. Let (U, φ) be a lift of
M [b] over R(Λ0,M [b]) that defines the universal deformation ofM [b]. ThenM0 ∼= k[[t]]/(t
3)⊗R(Λ0,M [b]),ψ0U .
Note that M0/tM0 ∼=M [b] as Λ0-modules. On the other hand, we also have that
P0 ∼= k[[t]]/(t
2)⊗R(Λ0,M [b]),ψ U
∼= k[[t]]/(t2)⊗k[[t]]/(t3),π′ (k[[t]]/(t
3)⊗R(Λ0,M [b]),ψ0 U)
∼= k[[t]]/(t2)⊗k[[t]]/(t3),π′ M0.
Note that since kerπ′ = (t2)/(t3), we have k[[t]]/(t2) ⊗k[[t]]/(t3),π′ M0 ∼= M0/t
2M0. Thus P0 ∼= M0/t
2M0 as
k[[t]]/(t2)Λ0-modules. Consider the surjective k[[t]]/(t
3)Λ0-module homomorphism g : M0 → t
2M0 defined
by g(x) = t2x for all x ∈ M0. Since M0 is free over k[[t]]/(t
3), it follows that ker g = tM0 and thus
M0/tM0 ∼= t
2M0, which implies that M [b] ∼= t
2M0. Hence we get a short exact sequence of k[[t]]/(t
3)Λ0-
modules
(3.2) 0→M [b]→M0 → P0 → 0.
Since P0 is a projective Λ0-module, it follows that (3.2) splits as a short sequence of Λ0-modules. Hence
M0 = M [b]⊕ P0 as Λ0-modules. Writing elements of M0 as (u, v) where u ∈ M [b] and v ∈ P0, the t-action
on M0 is given as t(u, v) = (λπ(v), tv) for some λ ∈ k
∗. Since kerλπ = tP0, then λπ(tv) = 0 = t
2v for all
v ∈ P0, which implies that t
2(u, v) = (λπ(tv), t2v) = (0, 0) for all u ∈ M [b] and v ∈ P0, which contradicts
that t2M0 ∼= M [b]. Thus ψ is a k-algebra isomorphism and R(Λ0,M [b]) ∼= k[[t]]/(t
2). 
Observe that although the simple Λ0-module M [10] is not Cohen-Macaulay, it follows from [20, Prop.
2.1] that the versal deformation ring R(Λ0,M [10]) is also universal. Moreover, note that EndΛ0(ΩM [10]) =
EndΛ0(M [b]⊕M [11]) 6
∼= k and
Ext1Λ0(ΩM [10],ΩM [10]) = Ext
1
Λ0(M [b]⊕M [11],M [b]⊕M [11])
= HomΛ0(Ω(M [b]⊕M [11]),M [b]⊕M [11])
= HomΛ0(M [b]⊕M [ba],M [b]⊕M [11])
= k.
Thus the versal deformation ring R(Λ0,ΩM [10]) is a quotient of k[[t]]. Unfortunately, we are unable to decide
whether R(Λ0,ΩM [10]) is universal or R(Λ0,ΩM [10]) ∼= R(Λ0,M [10]). However, we have the following
result.
Proposition 3.2. The universal deformation ring R(Λ0,M [10]) is isomorphic to k[[t]]/(t
2).
Proof. Since
Ext1Λ0(M [10],M [10]) = HomΛ0(ΩM [10],M [10])
= HomΛ0(M [b]⊕M [11],M [10])
∼= k,
it follows that R(Λ0,M [10]) is a quotient of k[[t]]. Observe thatM [10] lies in a non-split short exact sequence
of Λ0-modules
0→M [10]→M [a]→M [10]→ 0.
By arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we obtain that R(Λ0,M [10]) ∼= k[[t]]/(t
2). 
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